Prodam Berlin
AUDIO mastering:
Audio mastering may be understood as a final creative revision of a musical piece.
The aim of a good mastering is to optimize music for as many playback devices as possible.
In the mastering i will respect your mix and sound image, and make corrections where needed.
Aside from relocating energies in order to produce an linear frequency response,
sometimes i correct noise interferences as well as ensuring the mono compatibility
Thes are some parts of the audio mastering process.
Your music will be adjusted to equivalent productions with regard to
the dynamic and the loudness.
For pressing and backup PRODAM deliver :
the industry standard DDP & Digital 24 and 16 bit text embed master files.
VINYL mastering:
vinyl premasters are there to create a good cut / lacquer for vinyl.
Goal is to get a pressing without distortion and problems in needle swing.
The engineer (dubplate) cutter can turn the overall level up or down going to the cutting lathe,
so overall volume is not really a major consideration.
Keep in mind wide stereo effects can cause needle swinging and
remeber to de-ess vocals .
Listen to your mix one time in mono to hear how that sound, (if any freq are lost)
How to deliver your Audio for mastering ?
Send stereo WAV / AIFF FILES 44.1khz, 48 khz, 96 khz – BITRATES 16, 24 or 32 bit
> mp3 format is not accepted.
peak Levels of your tracks should be -4db to - 1db,
(keep level output meter in a safe area and avoid clipping)
leave some headroom how much is in digital recordings irrelevant,
it is only a volume difference which i will adjust to a average level while listening to your recordings
zip all in one folder :
named: BANDNAME_albumTITLE write correct tracktitels this i can use also for cd text
.(for Vinyl write A1, A2, B1 before..)
Feel free to give tips ( warm deep sound, wide, dry, club, radiosound, less higend, less boomy etc .. )
To create the DDP with cd text, provide me the album TITLE and BAND/Artist name and Catnumber in a textfile.
playing time for cd < 74minutes(red book garanteed) - 77 minutes max (isrc codes or ean number can also be written in
the master)
Send all with wetransfer to: prodam.berlin@outlook.com or send me a the link turnaround time is about a week.
Hear You,! , thanks,
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